
Att: Owner of 62 Calley Drive, Leeming, WA, 6149 
 
I have taken a picture from zone 1 on the D. Fence line between 62 & 64 Calley. It is possible that a T- Shape 
gate & fence be built in zone 1 to allow security in your side yard, by installing a decorative fence and gate in 
that zone 1. Please post me a registered  signed letter that you agree with such proposal in zone 1. 
 
The gate is installed across the D. Fence line for the purpose to enclose the gap between the pier of my garage at 
rear yard in zones 1 & 2, and your white brick wall near the down pipe in zone 2. The gate has a post in the 
middle installed on D. Fence line. The gate has two lockable doors one in your side yard and one in my zone 1 
front yard. The gate height is 180 cm from the ground level in zone 1 next to my garage  concrete slab.  
 Photo of decorative fence is attached and description of zone 1. The border between 62 & 64 Calley in zone 1 is 
going to be decorative fence. The distance between bars of this fence is flexible upon each order. The small 
front yard created at 62 Calley could be used for storing fire woods, etc.  
 The distance of the gate from your white brick wall corner [in side yard and front 

 
yard corner] in zone 1, is 260 

cm. The gate 
 

cross length is 213 cm 
 

[in compared to D. Fence line]. 
 

 The D. Fence line in zone 1 is going to be made of decorative fence and the length of it is 260 cm. 

 Within a week please respond as a fence maker is going to give me a quote for the D. fence in that zone 1 soon 
and we need your agreement to proceed.  

Please see attached file 21 for location of  zone 1, see attached file: 19 to understand where zone 1 is located 
along the dividing fence line. see attached file "Across T-Shape Gate & D. Fence " file to see where location of 
"T-Shape Gate & D. Fence is at your side yard and my back yard. See attached file 2 to see a photo of the 
Decorative Domestic Fence. 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 
 

Engr Afsaneh Cooper 

 
 

[Assessed in Australia as an engineer with B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees equivalent to Australian BSc. and MSc. 
degrees in engineering] 

May 19, 2020






